At present, modern linguistics shows interest in studying the lexical system and structure of lexical and phraseological meaning.
I.INTRODUCTION
Polysemy is a language universal. It is an integral feature of languages, their constituent. Words and PUof any language form a universal basis for developing polysemy, with almost any language unit having sufficient potential to develop new meanings. Polysemy has been actively studied within the cognitive approach (Pesina S., Latushkina O. [1] , Prokopieva S.M. [2] , Prokopieva S.M., Shestakova P.P. [3] , Ruiz de Mendoza F., Luzondo-Oyon A. [4] , Machhindra Govind Varpe [5] , Zlatev J. [6] ).
The problem of phraseological meaning has been investigated in Russia and elsewhere (Černyševa I.I. [7] , Prokopieva S.M. [8] , Prokopieva S.M., Monastyrev V.D., Ammosova I.V. [9] ). L.N. Kharitonov in "Types of Verbal Stem" [10] provides an extensive analysis of semantic, structural and phonetic-morphological characteristics of various types of Yakut verbal stems. Polysemantic verbal vocabulary has been the subject of linguistic research E.P. Kopyrina [11] . Polysemantic verbs are a result of a long historical process and are of great interest in terms of communicative significance, usage, combination, etc.
Modern linguistics has demonstrated aroused interest in studying the lexical system and structure of lexical and phraseological meaning. The subject of the study is a productive polysemantic verb тарт that has an extensive range of systemic structural arrangement. LSV of this verb were first classified into semantic groups.
The purpose of the study is to carry out a conceptual analysis of the polysemantic verb тарт in the modern Yakut language in terms of the lexical and phraseological levels.
II.METHODS
The general research method is induction. The componential analysis is used to find minimal word components with meaning, the contextual analysis is used to actualize the meaning of a word in text, the method of phraseological identification of PU is utilized to compare a PU with the original free word combination.
III.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Semantically, the polysemantic тарт verb belongs to the group of verbs of actions that is of interest in terms of semantics. In the 10 th volume of the Great Academic Explanatory Dictionary of the Yakut Language the polysemantic verb тарт is represented by 25 lexical and 2 grammatical meanings.
The archiseme, i.e. the major source meaning of the verb тарт is: Тугу эмэ илиигинэн (эбэтэр атыннык) бэйэҥ диэки сыҕарыта, аҕаласатаа, бэйэҥ өттүгэр кэлэринии хамсат 'exert force on some object to cause movement towards oneself by grasping (or another way). e.g.: Ылдьаа кыыһы кууһан ылан бэйэтин диэки тарта (Н. Заболоцкай). 'Ilya, having put his arms around the girl, pulled her to himself'.
The following meanings of the verbs are represented by its derivatives:
Semantic structure of the polysemantic verb тарт is represented by 25 LSV connected in the radial-chain type, with derived meanings being motivated by the center definition excluding three that develop other derived meanings. The analysis of semantics of the verb тарт leads us to the domain of concepts. In modern linguistics, concept is defined as a cognitive image behind a linguistic sign, the signified of a linguistic sign. The notion of concept originating from cognitive science proved to be important and necessary for linguistic studies and formed the basis of cognitive linguistics.
Based on the classification of Russian verbs by E.V. Kuznetsova (2008) and her followers (L.G. Babenko, etc.) we revealed the following concepts in the semantic potential of the verb тарт:
A. Action and activity Movement 1.1.1. Non-forward subject's movement. The verb тарт means "move irregularly and involuntarily (of body parts)". Түүрүтэ тут (киһи этин, иҥиирин туһунан) 'give or cause to give a jerking or convulsive movement (of muscle cramp)', e.g.: Уолака икки атаҕа уйбакка накыс гынар, иэнин иҥиирэ мунньары тардар. 'Uolak's legs trembled under the heavy weight, the muscles of his back cramped' (I. Bochkarev).
Movement of an object

Directed movement
1) LSV of unidirectional movement oriented about the starting and final point.
Тугу эмэ илиигинэн (эбэтэр атыннык) бэйэҥ диэки сыҕарыта, аҕала сатаа, бэйэҥ өттүгэр кэлэринии хамсат 'exert force on some object to cause movement towards oneself by grasping (or another way)', e.g.: Ылдьаа кыыһы кууһан ылан бэйэтин диэки тарта (Н. Заболоцкай). 'Ilya, having put his arms around the girl, pulled her to himself'.
Туох эмэ ыараханы сыҕарыт 'cause movement of something heavy', e.g.: Ат күүстээхтик тирэнэтирэнэ тардан дьүккүөтүүр (Дьүөгэ Ааныстыырап).'The horse is pulling as hard as it can, resting against the ground with its legs'.
2) Verbs of unidirectional movement oriented about the starting point: allow, make something move, flowing out of something. Салгыны обор, ис өттүгэр эҕирий (хол., бэнтилээссийэни этэргэ) 'allow air to flow in freely (e.g. of ventilation), e.g.: Табах хойуу буруота, көмүлүөк оһох тардан, долгуҥнаан устар(М. Доҕордуурап).'Thehe avy tobacco smoke was swirling, drawn by the fireplace'.
3) Verbs of unidirectional movement oriented about the final point: move something in a specified direction using something. Тугу эмэ бэйэҥ өттүгэр эбэтэр үөстэн кытыы диэки хаһый 'draw something Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research, volume 374 towards oneself or from the center to the side', e.g.: Ылдьаана сыпсыныылан, оһохтон чох тардар (Чолбон). 'Ulyana, having taken the fire tongs, is drawing together charcoal in the fire'.
Non-directed movement
1) Verbs of circular and rotational movement:
cause an object or its part to move in oscillatory or irregular multi-directional motion. Илиигинэн таарыйан, хамсатан тугу эмэ үлэлэт, тыаһатаах 'Cause something to work, sound by striking or moving it (e.g. a musical instrument), e.g.: Сыкынаа, хомуһуҥ баар дуо? Ыл, тарт эрэ (Суорун Омоллоон). 'Sykyna, did you bring a Jew's harp with you? Take it and play'.
Physical effect on an object
A negative effect on an object 1) Verbs that mean causing the death of a living thing.Тут, тутанөлөр (адьырҕа кыылы этэргэ) 'catch, pursueandkill (a wildanimal)', e.g.: Бөрө бэлиэтэ эбит сүөһүтүн тардар.'Wolf kills livestock it has been watching' (folklore).
Dividing
something whole into pieces, constituents. Бурдугу мэлий (бурдук тардар тааска) 'grind grain (using millstone)', e.g.: Оһох кэннигэр ким эрэ бурдук тардан аалыҥна тартыаһа иһиллэр(Ф. Захаров). One can hear that somebody behind the fireplace was making a grinding sound by milling grain'.
Verbs of binding:
fasten somebody with something, something with something, be bound with someone, something. Кытаатыннаран баай, кэлгий 'fasten tight, tie up', e.g.: Күүскэ тарпыт быалары Зоя илиитин -ыарытыннараллар (Н.Габышев). 'Zoya's hands hurt by the sting pulled hard '.
Creative activity
Creating something as a result of work 1) Creating an object as a result of physical work, make, produce something using some instruments and physical work. Таптайан чарааһат, тэнит (тимири) 'make or shape by heating and hammering it(a metal object)', e.g.: Биһиги саха ууһа тардыбыт алтан солуурчаҕар күөстэнэр этибит (Н. Якутскай). ' We're cooking in a copper pot forged by a Yakut blacksmith'.
Verbs of transmitting information using written symbols, communicate something to somebody in writing or print.
Илиигинэн суруйан сурааһынна оҥор 'produce lines and marks with hands', e.g.: Кыыс оҕо содьоҥноон тиийэн, түннүгүн кырыатыгар биир сурааһыны эбии тардыбыта (Ф. Софронов). 'The little girl toddled to the window and drew another line on it'. кэпс.Тохтоон көрбөккө, элбэх бириэмэҕин ыыппакка суһаллык суруй 'colloquial, write something without taking a long time, without thinking', e.g.: Андрей Николаевич ыраас лиис ылан түргэнник сурук бырайыагын тардыбыта (Далан). 'AndreyNikolaevich took a blank piece of paper and quickly wrote a draft letter'.
Social activity
Verbs of occupation. булт. Муҥхалаа, муҥханан балыктаа 'fish using fish net', e.g.: Бүгүн муҥхаһыттар баар суох эрэнэр эбэлэрин − Ытык күөлү тардан эрэллэр (Кыым). 'Today, fishermen are going to pull a net in Ytyk-Kyuel Lake, having high expectations for it'.
Verbs of counter-action.
Кими-тугуэмэ тут, туох эмэ буоларын, оҥоһулларын бытаарт, уһат-кэҥэт 'hinder, impede, or delay the movement or progress of something or someone', e.g.: Киһини тардан кэбистигит, сүппүт ынахтарбын бу хаһан хомуйан булан кэлэбин?(Н. Заболоцкай) '[you] Hindered the man [me], when will I come back from searching for the lost cows now?'
Physiological action
Verbs of physiological action (eat, drink, breathe, etc.). Табах буруотун эҕирий, табахтаа 'inhale while smoking, smoke (a pipe, cigarette, or cigar)', e.g.: БуутУйбаанабыс хамсаҕатабах уурунан тарта (Н. Габышев). 'Pud Ivanovich filled his pipe and drew on'.
B. Being, state, quality
The initial phase of being Come into being (of event, action).Тугу эмэ төрүттээ, саҕалаа 'start, initiate something', e.g.: Дьөгүөссэ сопхуос киин бөһүөлэгэр тиийэн түрүбүөгэ бөҕөнү тарта (В. Протодьяконов). 'Egor, having arrived at the sovkhoz central village, aroused a lot of agitation'. 
State of a quality
Manifestation of a feature
C. Relation
Interpersonal relations
External manifestation of attitude, show attitude towards someone through movement or other actions.
Кими эмэ оҥорбутун иннигэр эппиэти сүгэр, эппиэттииргын 'make someone accountable for their actions, take responsibility', e.g.: Чэ, туох да диэн кубулдьут, син биир буруйга тардабыт диир (М. Попов). 'Well, whatever one says to fool everyone, he says we will call [them] to account anyway'.
At the phraseological level all analyzed PU with the component тарт of the modern Yakut language demonstrate figurative meaning. Linguistic units of indirect nomination are formed as a result of semantic transformation of the original prototypic free word combination. Following I.I. Černyševa (1970) , phraseological units are referred to here as "stable word complexes of various structural types with unique component cohesion, meaning of which results from full or partial reinterpretation of components". When analyzing the set of criteria to identify PU, the priority is given to the semantic criterion, i.e. a full or partial reinterpretation of components. The relevant PU characteristics are full or partial semantic reinterpretation of components, separate formation, fixed structure, and reproducibility.
PU with the component тарт of the modern Yakut language show all categories of set word complexes according to the structural-semantic classification: In one PU, semantics of the whole complex is equivalent to a word: Сиһин үөһүн быһа тарт − өлөр (былыр сылгыны тыыннаахтыы иһин хайытан, сиһин үөһүн быһа тардан өлөрөллөрүнэн өйдөөн этии) 'lit. pull and cut [cut off] the aorta, kill (based on ancient method of killing horses by cutting off the aorta)', e.g.: Кинини сип-сибилигин сиһиҥ үөһүн быһа тарда иликпинэ уурайбат киһи буолуом эбээт! (Ньургун Боотур) 'I will not stop until I cut off his aorta right now'.
A semantic category present is polysemy: Тыла тардар кэпс.− 1) саҥарбат буолар, саҥарыан, этиэн баҕарбат (үөхсэн этэргэ тут-лар). 'colloquial, lit. pull one's tongue, 1) become silent, refuse to speak, say something (used as an expletive)', e. 
IV.CONCLUSION
The results of the analysis of this verb revealed meanings relating to all three main LSP: 1. action and activity; 2. being, state and quality; 3. relation. The first LSP "Action and Activity" in semantics of the verb тарт includes the following subfields: movement, movement of an object, physical effect on an object, creative activity, social activity, and physiological action.
In the second LSP, the verb тарт occupies the subfields "being" and "state of quality" that includes LSV of this verb meaning the initial phase of being, manifestation of characteristics, emotional state. The third LSP "Relation" includes only one subfield "interpersonal relations".
Thus, the polysemantic verb тарт is a rich linguistic and communicative resource due to developing a wide range of meanings in its semantic structure. The amount and composition of its semantic information proved to be very extensive. In other Turkic languages os Siberia, such as Khakass, Altai, Tuva, Shor, the verb тарт is also polysemantic. The analysis shows that with 25 LSV the polysemantic verb тарт is richer and semantically more diverse in Yakut.
Phraseology reflects national peculiarity of a language.PU are units of indirect nomination, with their relative feature being dominance of the connotative component in semantic structure of PU. As stable word complexes, PU perform both a nominative and axiological function as well as the function of keeping, recording, and passing on the body of knowledge of a language community about the world.
Dictionaries play a great role in this process, serving as an inexhaustible source for research not only in Yakut philology, but in cognitive-typological studies of various families of languages.
In connection with publication of all volumes of the Great Explanatory Dictionary of the Yakut Language, investigation of issues related to polysemy has become a promising direction of Yakut lexicology and lexicography since semantic structure of word is the major specific feature of the lexico-semantic system of a language.
